An Update on

Glass blowing at Wilkinson's

In our March newsletter we mentioned that Carl Nordbruch our glassblower, will be
relocating premises and blowing glass solely for Wilkinson and its customers at our local
premises.
Some of the materials for the furnace arrived in early May Including a new crucible pot
which will hold 250 kilos of molten lead crystal.The pot weighs 165 kilos on its own, we
also purchased a tonne of castable refractory concrete and 800 insulating bricks.
Two weeks ago, Carl arrived from the Isle of Wight and with the help of David Wilkinson
began building the furnace. They began by manufacturing a steel pallet to build the
furnace on. They then built up the bricks and cast the floor, walls, openings and roof, then
added two more layers of bricks.

The last 50mm of outer insulation is still to be added together with a steel frame.The whole
thing will weigh about two and a half tonnes when it is finished.
New gas pipes will be fitted around the building.The gas burner will then be installed which
will heat the furnace up to 1250 degrees centigrade.
More updates to follow....

Oscar's Birthday

This month our Office dog Oscar celebrated his 10th Birthday.
He is in the office every day and looks forward to greeting customers and delivery
drivers

Lamp Restoration
We recently received delivery of this broken lamp which was damaged during a
house move. The damage was to the narrowest part which couldn't be just
glued back together
As it was one of a pair of lamps, David Wilkinson suggested to the customer,
that we remove the broken segment and hand cut and fit a new piece in place.
Here are the before and after pictures of the lamp

We are still here....
We currently have a skeleton staff back in the workshop. This enables us to carryout
manufacturing and repairs on customers items at a safe distance.
We have staff in the office, if you have any enquiries. Email - enquiries@wilkinson-ltd.com
We wish you all well and please stay safe.
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